DIRECTIONS:

1. Customize each camper and the camp counselor by coloring each one uniquely
2. Carefully cut around each camper/stand and the camp counselor/stand
3. Cut a slit on both gray lines on each stand
4. Cut out paper strip and place in between each slit
5. Adjust strip until camper/counselor balances on its stand
DIRECTIONS: Carefully use scissors to cut out the pieces on dotted lines. Press and fold on solid gray lines.

Cut ————
Fold ———

NOTE: For the fire and trees, cut slit on dotted line and fit both pieces together.

NOTE: For the kayak, use scissors or a craft knife to cut a slit on the white dotted line - this is so your camper can fit! Next, fold the kayak in half so it stands on its own. Your camper can now go kayaking on the lake!
DIRECTIONS: Carefully use scissors to cut out the pieces on dotted lines. Press and fold on solid gray lines.

NOTE: Your finished yurt should look like this :)
DIRECTIONS: Carefully use scissors to cut out the pieces on dotted lines. Press and fold on solid gray lines.

Cut
Fold

NOTE: For Outlook Cabin, use a scissors or craft knife to cut on the dotted window lines so you can open the cabin windows.

NOTE: Write your cabin name on the wooden sign above the door.
DIRECTIONS: Carefully use scissors to cut out the pieces on dotted lines. Press and fold on solid gray lines.

NOTE: Your log bench should look like this :)
DIRECTIONS: Carefully use scissors to cut out the pieces on dotted lines. Press and fold on solid gray lines.

Cut — — — —
Fold — — — —

DINING HALL
NOTE: The Mermaid Bridge should go on the lake here.
NOTE: This is your dock. Your dock should go on the lake here.

NOTE: Paste other side of lake here.
GAGA PIT

DIRECTIONS: Carefully use scissors to cut out the pieces on dotted lines. Press and fold on solid gray lines.

NOTE: For the ball, glue half of each circle to the next. The circles together will form a ball.

NOTE: Your gaga pit should look like this :)